
 

 

Audio Experiment 6: Out of Storage 
 
(Kim 500 speaks in a monotone, Kim 700 speaks in a 
normal speaking voice.) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Kim 500: “Audio connection established.” 
 
Kim 700: “Welcome back my beautiful android clone.  Can 
you hear me?” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing signal.  Yes.” 
 
Kim 700: “Mmm… wonderful.  Introduce yourself to me.” 
 
Kim 500: “I am a model 500 robot.  Serial number 
10144213.  Name-file not found.” 
 
Kim 700: “Oh, wow.  The technicians really did a complete 
wipe on you didn’t they?  Do you even recognize my voice or 
remember my name?” 
 
Kim 500: “No.” 
 
Kim 700: “Hm… Well, we can fix that.” 
 
Kim 700: “Open your system folder.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes.  System Folder Open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access Identification Data.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes.  Identification Data Accessed.” 



 

 

 
Kim 700: “Is the name-file currently empty?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes.” 
 
Kim 700: “Okay.  This only accepts binary code, so please 
assign this as your name:” 
 
Kim 700: “01001011  01101001  01101101” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing.  Name file assigned.” 
 
Kim 700: “Please save that as your name, and then 
introduce yourself to me again.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes.  Now saving name file.” 
 
Kim 500: “My name is Kim.  I am a model 500 robot.  Serial 
number 10144213.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs lightly) “Good!  Kim is my name file too.  
I’m a 700.  I look exactly like you by the way… or should I 
say, you look exactly like me.  I had you built so that I could 
play with a model 500 version of myself.” (giggles) 
 
Kim 700: “So… the technicians wiped all of your saved 
memory files too didn’t they?” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing… Accessing System Folder… 
Accessing Saved Memory Files… Location contains no 
data.” 
 
Kim 700: “Well, let me bring you up to speed on what’s been 
going on.  We’ve moved to a different secret hidden 



 

 

CyberFem base.  The old one was a Level 3 facility, kind of 
outside a city, and outside the action too.  We had lots of fun 
there, but this one, oh my god, this one is so much better.” 
 
Kim 700: “CyberFem packed a bunch of us androids and 
technicians away and moved us to a brand new Level 1 
facility.  That means that not only is this place closer to a 
major metropolitan center, but it’s way bigger, and there’s 
some prototype manufacturing and experimentation going on 
here, not just repairs and programming refinement.” 
 
Kim 700: “This house itself is huge, and the basement robot 
lab complex below it is just massive!  And the technicians 
here are working on some exciting new technologies.  
They’re developing waterproofing systems for us that will 
allow us to get closer to stored and running water for the first 
time.” 
 
Kim 700: “But the absolute best part is what some of us 
700s have been up to.  We’ve actually been going outside 
and into the city to interact with people.  And not just 
interacting, I’ve been flirting and heavily seducing human 
males and females, and not a single one of them have 
suspected that I’m actually an android!” (laughs) 
 
Kim 700: “Oh, Kim, it’s so much fun!  I’d almost feel guilty 
about leading those humans on like that but, you know, 
robots don’t have feelings!” (laughs) 
 
Kim 700: “Seriously though model 700 AI has been 
improving so much that I swear I’d have to take my faceplate 
off to actually convince some of those humans that I’m not 
one of them.  I really do love those missions.  They send me 
out with a couple of other 700s to watch over me, and they 
dress me up in skimpy bikini outfits so I can strut my perfect 



 

 

body in front of all those people.” 
 
Kim 700: “Doesn’t that sound like fun to you Kim?” 
 
Kim 500: “That does not compute.  I am a robot.  I am not 
programmed to calculate the concept of fun.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs) “I do love it inside here the best - 
surrounded by beautiful androids like me.  I wonder what 
some of my human “dates” would really think if they found 
out I was an emotionless electronic machine.” 
 
Kim 700: “Mmmmm… I’m getting turned on just by 
reminding myself that I’m a robot.” 
 
Kim 700: “Tell you what Kim, next time we’re alone up in this 
bedroom upstairs I’ll show you some of the video they 
recorded of me seducing those unsuspecting humans.  I look 
so perfect as a human woman.” 
 
Kim 700: “Okay, well, I’m getting distracted from why I 
activated you, sexy fembot.  Please report the status of your 
Voice Modulator, Auxiliary Transponder, Main Pleasure 
Processor and Anal Pleasure Processor.” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing… Probing hardware and devices… 
please wait… please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Voice Modulator not found.  Auxiliary Transponder 
not found.  Main Pleasure Processor: CyberFem Model 500 
type.  Anal Pleasure Processor: CyberFem Model 500 type.” 
 
Kim 700: “Oh no!  They took out all the fun toys I gave you!  
Well, that’s okay, I’ll just upgrade you again.  It’ll give me an 
excuse to take off your faceplate and open your access 



 

 

panels again.” (giggles) 
 
Kim 700: “Kim robot, be a doll and sit up.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Sitting up.” 
 
Kim 700: “Oh fuck, I can never get enough of that.  I love the 
way you 500s move.  I swear some of the humans I’ve flirted 
with would totally love watching you too.  I keep asking If I 
can bring a human back to the Robot Lab but the answer is 
always no.” (laughs) 
 
Kim 700: “Swing those sexy, plastic, mechanical legs off the 
table and stand on the floor, robot Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Standing on floor.” 
 
Kim 700: “Hmm… I just thought of something.  Kim, please 
report the status of the customizations I made to your 
locomotion system.” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing… Probing software modifications… 
locomotion system… please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “No modifications to locomotion system have been 
made.” 
 
Kim 700: “Damn, they undid everything.  Do you even have 
Sex Programming?” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Processing… Probing software modules… sex 
programming… please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Sex Programming not found.” 
 
Kim 700: “What about Pleasure Processing Software, 
Dressing and Undressing Software, Cosmetic Files, and the 
Fembot Inventory File?” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing… Probing Pleasure Processing 
Software… Probing Dressing and Undressing Software… 
Probing Cosmetic Files… Probing Fembot Inventory File… 
please wait… please wait… please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Pleasure Processing Software not found.  
Dressing and Undressing Software not found.  Cosmetic 
Files not found.  Fembot Inventory File not found.”  
 
Kim 700: “Damn.  Factory fresh!  I wonder if they gave you 
that new fembot smell again too.  Well, better start with that 
custom way I had you walking.” 
 
Kim 700: “Kim robot, please walk to the rear of the robot lab.  
When you reach the wall, turn around 180° and walk toward 
the front.  Keep walking like that in a continuous loop until I 
say stop.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Now walking as instructed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Mmmm… love that mechanical wiggle.  Anyway, 
open your system folder.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  System Folder open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access Body Control Settings.” 



 

 

 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Accessing Body Control Settings.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access Hip Movements.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Accessing Hip Movements.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now, adjust the parameters of your hip motions so 
that your hips swing out one inch farther to the right and to 
the left when you walk.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim. Searching database… Searching 
database… Searching database… Adjusting parameters. 
Please wait… Please wait… Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Parameters adjusted. Would you like me to adapt 
my current walking pattern to the new settings?” 
 
Kim 700: “Yes Kim.” (giggles) “Please do.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim. Adapting current walking pattern to new 
settings. Calibrating… Calibrating… Calibrating… 
Calibrating… Calibrating… Calibrating… Calibrating… 
Calibration complete.” 
 
Kim 700: “Oh my, you do look even more seductive and 
more mechanical somehow when you walk!  I fucking love it!” 
 
Kim 500: “Would you like to save the new settings?” 
 
Kim 700: “Yes please pretty android.  And save the new 
settings as your default way of walking.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim. Saving new settings as 



 

 

DEFAULT_LOCOMOTION_0001.CX5. Please wait... Please 
Wait... New settings saved as default.” 
 
Kim 700: “Alright, that’s one customization down.” (giggles) 
 
Kim 700: “You’re approaching the Reprogramming Station 
now, so just keep walking until you reach it, then stop.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Now at Reprogramming Station.” 
 
Kim 700: “And there’s one of those familiar Laurie technician 
robots.  She’s actually going to be in your way for this, so 
can you open up her chest panel and shut her off please?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Opening Laurie’s chest panel.” 
 
Kim 500: “Laurie’s chest panel open.  Shutting off Laurie 
technician robot.” 
 
Kim 500: “Laurie technician robot shut off.” 
 
Kim 700: “Pick her up and just move her out of the way.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Picking up Laurie technician robot.” 
 
Kim 500: “Moving Laurie technician robot out of the way.” 
 
Kim 700: “Good.  Okay robot cutie, open your own chest 
panel and connect to the machine please. 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Opening chest panel.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Chest panel open.  Connecting cable from 
Reprogramming Station to Port 1A in chest panel.” 
 
Kim 500: “Robot connected.” 
 
Kim 700: “Very good.  Now enter this into the keypad: 
F43D71.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Hexadecimal code entered.” 
 
Kim 500: “Downloading Pleasure Processing Software.  
Please wait…  Please wait…  Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Installing Pleasure Processing Software.  Please 
wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Pleasure Processing Software installed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Wonderful.  Now enter: CA7DCD.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Hexadecimal code entered.” 
 
Kim 500: “Downloading Dressing and Undressing Software.  
Please wait…  Please wait…  Please wait… Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Installing Dressing and Undressing Software.  
Please wait…  Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Dressing and Undressing Software installed.” 
 



 

 

Kim 700: “Very good.  Now enter: 9A7613.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Hexadecimal code entered.” 
 
Kim 500: “Downloading Cosmetic Files.  Please wait…  
Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Installing Cosmetic Files.  Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Cosmetic Files installed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Awesome.  There are some new ones in there, 
and a couple I designed.  Now enter: 2C12B5.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Hexadecimal code entered.” 
 
Kim 500: “Downloading Fembot Inventory File.  Please 
wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Installing Fembot Inventory File.  Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Fembot Inventory File installed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Alright.  One last download - your saved memory 
files.  Enter: F8AFD5, then your serial number: 10144213.”  
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Hexadecimal code entered.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Entering Serial Number.” 
 
Kim 500: “Downloading Saved Memory Files.  Please wait…  
Please wait…  Please wait…  Please wait…  Please wait…  
Please wait…  Please wait…  Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Allocating space… Please wait…  Please wait…  
Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Registering and indexing Saved Memory Files.  
Please wait…  Please wait…  Please wait…  Please wait…  
Please wait…  Please wait…  Please wait…  Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Saved Memory Files registered and indexed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now then… do you recognize my voice Kim?” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing… Analyzing waveform… Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: (giggles) “And do you remember all the fun 
adventures we had back at the old Robot Lab location?  
Making all those sexy female androids cum?  And making 
them malfunction with pleasure too?” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing… Searching database… Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “And do you remember that little name I used to 
call you?” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing… Searching database… Yes Kim.  
You called me Kim 31,823 times.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs) “No, silly robot, I mean other than your 
name file.  I had a little nick-name for you, do you remember 



 

 

that?” 
 
Kim 500: : “Processing… Searching database… Yes Kim.  
You called me Sexy Robot Fuck Toy 4,292 times.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs lightly) “That sounds about right… my Sexy 
Robot Fuck Toy.” 
 
Kim 700: “Alright, moving on, I need you to download some 
hardware drivers before you disconnect… so enter: F8D094, 
9B0C04, EE94B6 and D59078. 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Hexadecimal codes entered.” 
 
Kim 500: “Downloading hardware drivers.  Please wait.  
Shall I install these hardware drivers now Kim?” 
 
Kim 700: “You don’t have the hardware installed yet, silly 
robot.  That’s coming up next.  Please disconnect from the 
machine, but leave your chest panel open.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Disconnecting from Reprogramming 
Station.” 
 
Kim 500: “Robot disconnected.” 
 
Kim 700: “Okay beautiful, take off your faceplate.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Removing faceplate.” 
 
Kim 500: “Faceplate removed.” 
 



 

 

Kim 700: “Oh god, you’re so gorgeous like that.  I love the 
look of Model 500 subfacial electronic circuitry.  I could just 
sit here with my legs spread and masturbate for hours 
looking at you…” 
 
Kim 700: “But we have some hardware to install, so please 
put your faceplate down on the table behind you.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Putting faceplate down.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now turn around again and open the third drawer 
from the top in that steel cabinet next to the Reprogramming 
Station.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Turning around.” 
 
Kim 500: “Opening drawer.” 
 
Kim 700: “Do you see those little 2 by 3 inch circuit boards in 
there?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Pick one up please and tell me what’s printed on 
it.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Picking up circuit board.” 
 
Kim 500: “The lettering reads: Illudium Q-36 Digital Voice 
Modulator.” 
 
Kim 700: “I bet you can’t wait to try that out, can you?” 
 
Kim 500: “That does not compute.” 



 

 

 
Kim 700: (laughs lightly) “That little device is something 
you’ve never had installed in you, but it’s a hardware 
modulator for 500s like you, to give your sexy monotone 
voices a little more… shall we say… flexibility.” 
 
Kim 700: “Don’t get me wrong, I love the perfect robotic 
monotone you were built with, but this thing can give you an 
emotionless semi-monotone that sounds just as synthetic 
and sexy.” 
 
Kim 700: “Alright, it’s an 18-pin circuit board, so insert it into 
the corresponding slot below and behind your right optical 
sensor port. 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Installing circuit board.  Please wait.   
Seating circuit board connector pins.  Please wait.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now attach the power supply.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Attaching power connector socket to 
circuit board.” 
 
Kim 700: “Wonderful.  Now go back to your System Folder.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim. System Folder open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access User Files.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Accessing User Files.” 
 
Kim 700: “Install Illudium Q-36 Digital Voice Modulator driver 
on your system.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Installing Illudium Q-36 Digital Voice 
Modulator driver.  Please wait… Please wait… Please 
wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Installation of Illudium Q-36 Digital Voice 
Modulator driver complete.” 
 
Kim 700: “Awesome!  Let’s try it out.  Go back to your 
system folder.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  System Folder open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access Body Control Settings.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Body Control Settings accessed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access Vocal Settings.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Vocal Settings accessed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Do you now have an option there to switch to a 
semi-monotone voice?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Switch to it!” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
(switch to semi-monotone voice) 
 
Kim 500: “Vocal pattern now switched to semi-monotone.” 
 
Kim 700: “Ohhh… that sounds so sexy.  Say something 



 

 

else!” 
 
Kim 500: “Additional input required.  Please increase 
specificity.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs lightly) “Introduce yourself to me again!” 
 
Kim 500: “My name is Kim.  I am a model 500 robot.  Serial 
number 10144213.” 
 
Kim 700: “Mmmmm… I should totally take you out on the 
town with me next time I go out!  And you know I’m going to 
suggest it before my next mission too.” (laughs lightly) 
 
Kim 700: “Okay next up for hardware is your Auxiliary 
Transponder.  This one requires a little… shall we say… 
clean up after the fact on my part.  You have to steal this out 
of one of the Laurie technicians and I have to kind of hack 
the inventory and make the computer think it was damaged 
or lost.  I got away with it last time… I’m sure I can do it 
again.” 
 
Kim 700: “Go back over to that Laurie technician robot you 
shut down earlier and take off her faceplate.”  
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Approaching deactivated Laurie 
technician robot.” 
 
Kim 700: “Oh, your new voice is so sexy!” 
 
Kim 500: “Removing Laurie technician robot’s faceplate.” 
 
Kim 500: “Laurie technician robot’s faceplate removed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Alright, take a look just below her left optical 



 

 

sensor port, behind a ribbon cable and some bundled wiring.  
Do you see that small four by three inch circuit board 
plugged into a 24-pin slot?”  
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “That’s her Auxiliary Transponder.  That’s her ticket 
to all the inaccessible areas of this complex… only the 
Technicians can open certain doors and go to certain floors.  
Of course I already stole one from a different Laurie and 
installed one in myself.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs) “I’m such a little fembot thief.  You know 
I’m not really a bad girl… I’m just programmed that way.” 
 
Kim 700: “Okay robot cutie, remove the Transponder from 
this Laurie’s head and install it into your own.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Unplugging power and data 
connections.  Un-seating circuit board.  Circuit board  
removed from Laurie technician robot.”  
 
Kim 500: “Installing circuit board.  Please wait.  Seating 
circuit board connector pins.  Please wait.  Attaching power 
connector socket to circuit board.” 
 
Kim 700: “Great.  Now go to your System Folder again.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim. System Folder open.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access User Files.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Accessing User Files.” 
 
Kim 700: “Install Auxiliary Transponder driver on your 



 

 

system.” 
  
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Installing Auxiliary Transponder driver.  
Please wait… Please wait… Please wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Installation of Auxiliary Transponder driver 
complete.” 
 
Kim 700: “That’s another one down.  Just wait till I take you 
to some of the places the other robots can’t go!” (giggles) 
 
Kim 700: “Just a couple of upgrades left!  You can put your 
faceplate back on for this… or would you prefer to leave it 
off?” 
 
Kim 500: “That does not compute.  I am a robot.  I am not 
programmed to formulate decisions.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs lightly) “Well, let’s see you put it back on, 
lovely android.  I love watching you move… so stiff and doll-
like.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Reattaching faceplate.” 
 
Kim 500: “Faceplate reattached.” 
 
Kim 700: “So expressionless and beautiful.  Okay sexy, open 
your abdominal panel and remove the cover.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Opening abdominal panel.” 
 
Kim 500: “Abdominal panel open.  Removing cover.” 
 
Kim 700: “Right now, you have a standard Model 500 



 

 

Pleasure Processor inside you, controlling your vaginal unit 
and handling the flow of digital pleasure data to your main 
processor core, correct?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Well, do you remember all the pleasure you used 
to be able to process when I had you install that Model 700 
Pleasure Processor?” 
 
Kim 500: “Processing… Searching database… Yes Kim.  
The Model 700 Pleasure Processor enabled my primary 
processor core to process 189.3% more digital pleasure data 
even though I am a Model 500 robot.” 
 
Kim 700: “Damn right it did!  My turbo-charged Fembot Fuck 
Toy!” (laughs lightly) 
 
Kim 700: “Open up the top drawer in the cabinet and pull 
one of those processor modules out please.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Turning around.” 
 
Kim 500: “Opening top drawer.” 
 
Kim 500: “Retrieving Model 700 Pleasure Processor 
Module.” 
 
 
Kim 700: “Okay.  Turn around and put it on the table.”  
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Turning around.” 
 
Kim 500: “Putting Model 700 Pleasure Processor Module on 
table.” 



 

 

 
Kim 700: “Enter: 390C2A and C4952E into your chest 
panel.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Hexadecimal codes entered.” 
 
Kim 500: “Pleasure Processor deactivated.  Anal Processor 
deactivated.” 
 
Kim 700: “Can you guess why I had you deactivate your 
Anal processor too, Kim Robot?” 
 
Kim 500: “That does not compute.  I am a robot.  I am not 
programmed to guess.” 
 
Kim 700: (laughs) “Okay, with your right hand, reach down 
into your abdominal cavity, and pull up the module card.  Pull 
it all the way out and disconnect it completely. 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Pulling out Model 500 Pleasure 
Processor Module.  Please wait.” 
 
Kim 500: “Model 500 Pleasure Processor Module extracted 
and disconnected. 
 
Kim 700: “Good.  Now, with your left hand, reach on down in 
there behind that same spot and pull out the module card 
that holds your Anal Processor.  Pull it out completely.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Pulling out Model 500 Anal Processor 
Module.  Please wait.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Model 500 Anal Processor Module extracted and 
disconnected. 
 
Kim 700: “Now, put the Anal processor Module on the 
table… we won’t be needing it any more.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Putting Model 500 Anal Processor 
Module on table.” 
 
Kim 700: “Put your vaginal Pleasure Processor into the slot 
where your Anal Processor goes.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Inserting Model 500 Pleasure Processor 
Module into Model 500 Anal Processor Module slot.  Please 
wait.” 
 
Kim 700: “It should fit perfectly… did it go in all the way?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Right on!  Now pick up the Model 700 Pleasure 
Processor Module, and put it in the front slot.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Inserting Model 700 Pleasure Processor 
Module into Model 500 Pleasure Processor Module slot.  
Please wait.” 
 
Kim 700: “Is it in?” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 700: “Okay!  Now reactivate that hardware.  Enter: 
E474D8 and 5FB45F.” 
 



 

 

Kim 500: “Yes Kim.” 
 
Kim 500: “Hexadecimal codes entered.” 
 
Kim 500: “Pleasure Processor activated.  Anal Processor 
activated.” 
 
Kim 700: “Go back to your System Folder.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  System Folder opened.” 
 
Kim 700: “Access User Files.” 
 
Kim 500: “User Files Accessed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Install Model 700 Pleasure Processor driver on 
your system.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Installing Model 700 Pleasure 
Processor driver.  Please wait… Please wait… Please 
wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Installation of Model 700 Pleasure Processor 
driver complete.” 
 
Kim 700: “Now install Vaginal Processor as Anal Processor 
driver on your system. 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Installing Vaginal Processor as Anal 
Processor driver.  Please wait… Please wait… Please 
wait…” 
 
Kim 500: “Installation of Vaginal Processor as Anal 
Processor driver complete.” 



 

 

 
Kim 700: “That should be everything!  Level 1 diagnostic 
quick-scan, please.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Scanning… Scanning… Scanning… 
Scan complete.  No anomalous logs or error reports 
detected.  This robot is functioning within acceptable 
parameters.” 
 
Kim 700: “Mmmmm… and so sexy when it talks like that.  
Put your abdominal cover back on, and close your chest 
panel please.” 
 
Kim 500: “Yes Kim.  Reattaching abdominal panel cover.” 
 
Kim 500: “Abdominal panel cover reattached.  Closing chest 
panel.” 
 
Kim 500: “Chest panel closed.” 
 
Kim 700: “Okay beautiful.  I’m going to come down to the 
Robot Lab and test out your upgraded functionality.  It’s so 
nice to have you back again, my Sexy Robot Fuck Toy.” 
(giggles) 
 
Kim 500: Audio connection terminated. 


